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ABSTRACT
Perioperative services have a high impact on a hospital’s financial success. In order to increase patients’
privacy and satisfaction, while restraining cost, a redesign of the existing Post-Anesthesia Care Unit
(PACU) was suggested at the Mayo Clinic. A simulation model was created to determine the number of
beds required in the redesign of the PACU to maintain Operating Room (OR) blocking below 5 %. Since
OR time and resources are more costly than the PACU, limiting the resource scarcity of the PACU should
minimize delays through the surgical suites. By assuming PACU resourcing as secondary to managing the
OR, the underlying complexity of the surgical scheduling did not have to be analyzed. Real data was fed
into the simulation model that successfully captured the complexity of the system without the workintensive requirements of theoretical modeling. The results of the analysis were incorporated into the
design plans for remodeling the PACU.
1

INTRODUCTION

Perioperative services infrastructure, which consists of the pre-operative intake and waiting areas,
operating rooms (ORs), post anesthesia care units and their associated staffing, is a high cost component
of hospital infrastructure (DeRiso et al. 1995, Farnworth et al. 2001). At the same time the services
associated with the perioperative practice are often the largest contributors to a hospital’s financial
success. Perioperative infrastructure, particularly in older facilities, is a factor known to constrain OR
productivity. However, to meet the demands of today’s procedural practice, an ideally designed
perioperative facility needs to ensure patient privacy, provide parallel processing ability, reduce redundant
care and staffing processes, promote surgical efficiency and improve patient satisfaction.
In order to address patients’ privacy and satisfaction, a redesign of the existing PACU was suggested.
Typically, post-operative care occurs in an “open-air” environment. That is, patients are transported to a
large room where there are no partitions, apart from hanging curtains, separating them from each other.
While this design is cost efficient in terms of construction and allows good visibility for care providers,
the design does not ensure patient privacy and is not centered on patient satisfaction. To alleviate these
issues, it was decided to implement new redesign rooms that are fully enclosed by walls for each patient.
The redesign rooms can also function as multi-purpose in that both pre-operative and post-operative work
can be performed there. Three key improvements come from this redesign: (1) The new redesign rooms
create better privacy for patients and families with the partitioning; (2) The patient experience should
improve since family members are allowed in these rooms; and (3) The multi-purpose rooms will
decrease the amount of transportation for the patient.
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Taking into account the aforementioned changes, the redesigned facility would plan to support 30,000
surgical cases per year and satisfy the requirements listed above with less than a 5% chance of
overcapacity. It was determined that simulation modeling would be the best course of action to determine
bed resource requirements given the previous stated constraints. The process was modeled using Arena
14.0 (Kelton et. al 2002).
2

BACKGROUND

Simulation of Health Care systems is not new. The pressures to control costs and improve patient care
have made simulation modeling a popular tool for addressing health care problems (Jacobson et al. 2006).
It has been shown that simulation modeling can be an effective tool regarding changes to practice during
the implementation of the redesign of an existing system (Huschka et al. 2011). Additionally, simulation
modeling has been used for the future planning of recovery beds in an ICU (Marmor et al. 2013). The
complex nature of these environments works well within the simulation modeling world.
The PACU in question was in the process of remodeling and expansion, providing a relatively blank
slate to examine. While the interior room redesign had been determined, there was some flexibility in the
arrangement and placement of rooms and additional flexibility in the type of rooms. Previous research
using simulation to determine the number of beds in a PACU has been done (Marcon et al. 2003).
However, it appears that the majority of PACU simulation focused on the effect that the surgical schedule
has on a PACU (Marcon and Dexter 2006, Sokal et al. 2006). Our simulation model largely assumes a
complex, yet unchanged scheduling system with some flexibility in order to model future growth.
Because of this approach we used a data- or trace-driven modeling (Balci, 1990) where real PACU
information is fed into the simulation creating patients’ sequences and times accordingly. The benefits of
using this methodology are two-folded. First, we do not limit patients’ flow and times by fitting the data
into a restricted model and distribution. We are fortunate to have over 90,000 patients’ data records
spanning 3 years, which strengthens the model validity. The second is that the same model and solution
approach can be utilized later in similar complex systems, feeding only the new data (Pidd 1992, Clark
and Cash 1993).
3
3.1

METHODS
Process Description

The perioperative process consists of four main components for the patient. First, a patient must be placed
in a bed, if they do not already have one, and then prepared for surgery. After the pre-operative process,
the patient is transferred to an operating room for surgery. Most patients begin anesthesia in the OR while
some patients will begin anesthesia in the pre-op room. Part of the redesign was to help facilitate this
process more efficiently. After the surgical procedure has been completed, the patient is moved to a postanesthesia care unit (PACU) for Phase I care. Phase I care is where a patient is monitored very closely
after surgery until the patient has safely recovered from the majority of the effects of anesthesia. After
Phase I, some outpatients require less intensive observation after Phase I care, which is called Phase II
care. Phase II care occurs in a different location from Phase I because it is less resource intensive.
3.2

Data Description

The simulation used three years of data from 2009-2011. All patient records for those that used the PACU
for their first phase of post-anesthesia care were pulled from an internal database that tracks the location
of patients on day of surgery. The data used in the simulation was retrieved by individual patient records
from the patient tracking system. The timestamps denoted four key patient events occurring in the
perioperative process, the patient arriving and leaving for the pre-operative room, the operating room, the
Phase I care, and other rooms throughout the hospital for Phase II care. The pathways are shown in Figure
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1. Two characteristics paired with the patient location times include: Age and Inpatient, Outpatient, and
AM Admit status.

Figure 1: The current state of patient flow through the perioperative process.
3.3

Data Assumptions

Since we decided to model a data-driven simulation, using only empirical data, we did not fit theoretical
distributions to the model parameters. As a result the model cannot create new patient events outside
those events which have already happened, meaning, the model assumes that the delays that occurred in
the past, due to limited resources, remains exactly the same. In order to overcome this issue, and simulate
a 5% growth in the system over the next 5 years, 5% of the current records were randomly selected and
duplicated. This assumes that growth in the patient population is uniform across the types of surgeries to
be performed.
3.4

Data-Driven Simulation Modeling

The data-driven simulation model was built by feeding patient flow timestamps from an Excel file
directly into Arena 14.0. Patients advance through the simulation based on their most recent attributes.
Patient age and status are used to determine what kind of bed resources they will need to seize. All
resources are modeled with unlimited capacity.
In the current design, pediatric patients always seize a pediatric bed, while adult patients seize from
the “open-air” beds. In the new design, adult patients can also seize from the new redesign bed pool, if
available. On first arrival, adult outpatients and AM Admit patients will seize from the pool of new
redesign beds. Adult inpatients will seize “open-air” beds. All patients are then delayed in the system until
the simulation clock reaches the timestamp of the patient’s entrance into the operating room. The patients
are delayed in the operating room until the simulation clock matches the timestamp of the patient entering
Phase I of post-operative care. Pediatric patients are routed back to pediatric beds and seize one bed until
the simulation clock matches the appropriate timestamp of the patient. Adult patients can leave the system
(e.g. inpatients/AM Admits immediately admitted back to a hospital bed), seize a new redesign bed (e.g.
outpatients who will eventually be discharged from the hospital), or seize an “open-air” bed (e.g.
inpatients/AM Admits who will stay in the PACU for phase I post-operative care). The patients who seize
beds then hold those beds until the simulation clock matches the timestamp of their departure from the
system. The initial model only took into account the age attribute for bed type routing. The patient flow
was shown previously in Figure 1. The second model routes the patients using both age and outpatient,
inpatient, AM admit status. The model shown below in Figure 2 is not an exhaustive list of every possible
patient route through the system but does cover the majority of patient pathways.
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Figure 2: The future state of patient flow through the perioperative process.
The number of patients is tracked in 30 minute intervals over the course of the surgery day. At this
interval, the number of simultaneously used beds is summed at each minute interval and then divided by
30 to find the mean number of beds used in the half hour period. The output is captured and then written
into an Excel workbook for further analysis.
4
4.1

RESULTS
Initial Assumptions

The first plan to determine bed requirements for the redesign and expansion of the PACU rooms and their
functions was developed using the “best guess” approach. Based on the number of beds currently being
used and an expectation of slight growth in the next few years, it was decided on completely converting
over to the new redesign beds. The initial plans required the construction of 75 new rooms in addition to
the 10 redesign rooms that had already been built. The rooms would either be constructed in the new
addition to the hospital or the space currently being used. The new areas would designate a pediatric care
area with 15 beds and the other areas would total 70 beds for any type of adult patient.
4.2

Initial Model

The initial future modeling results were used as a basis for making the next decision in the iterative
process of floor plan design with the architecture firm. The results looked at the total bed use regardless
of patient admit status. Patients under 17 could use one of 8 pediatric beds if a bed was available. If a
pediatric bed was unavailable, the patients would use an adult type bed. Since the operating room time is
deemed as more costly resource, a conservative estimate approach was used to minimize blocking time of
the operating rooms. The metric of interest was the maximum of the 95th percentile of bed usage split by
half hour intervals for each day of the week. Based on this assumption, a conservative estimate of the total
beds needed for each day of the week can be found in Figures 3 & 4. The 8 pediatric beds are excluded
from the results shown in the Figure 3.
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Figure 3: The 95th percentile of total bed usage over the course of a day for adults.

Figure 4: The 95th percentile of total bed usage over the course of a day for pediatric patients.
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Based on the results, Tuesday was chosen as the busiest day of the week for adult patients and
Wednesday was chosen for pediatric patients. Therefore, the maximum 95th percentile time interval value
on that day was used as the benchmark for deciding on the number of beds needed. In Figure 5, the
busiest days for pediatric and adult patients were plotted together.

Figure 5: The 95th percentile for adult and pediatric bed use by time of day.
The information was used to decide on the number of pediatric care beds. Pediatric care beds were
allotted first because it is possible for pediatric patients to use the adult care beds, but not possible for
adult patients to use pediatric care beds. Because of this overflow routing policy, the bed values for
Wednesday were not used since adult bed volumes are lower, which allows the unused adult care beds to
accommodate the pediatric patient overflow. We chose 15 as the number of pediatric care beds that would
be built based on these results, and 55 beds would be built for adult care to total 70 newly constructed
redesign beds.
4.3

Final Model

After further detailed work on the floor plans, constructing 55 new beds was found to not be physically
possible. The need for beds was re-evaluated based on patient admit status. Outpatients and AM admits
would need to be placed into a bed before surgery. Therefore, they would need to be routed to a new
redesign bed for pre-operative care. Inpatients were already in a bed so they could use the “open-air” beds
to wait for transport to the operating suite. For post-operative care, outpatients would still use the new
redesign beds because of privacy, family placement, and ease of discharge. The inpatients and AM admits
would use the “open-air” beds for post-operative care since they would not need to be discharged. The
routing rules are shown in Figure 2. The results from the final model are shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Bed usage in the different care areas by time of day.
With information from construction constraints and the results from Figure 5, the number of beds for
each area was determined. Table 1 shows the final number of beds to be constructed as well as the bed
allocation for each phase. “Flex” beds were introduced to the final design to address overflow issues.
“Flex” beds are new redesign beds with expanded utility in that the beds can accommodate all patient
types. None of the bed numbers meet the 95% criteria from Figure 5, but when adding in the “flex” beds
the criteria should be met. To test that the number of “flex” beds was sufficient for our goal of less than
5% chance of overcapacity, the bed constraints from the Final Design were put into the simulation model.
The percentage of time that the pre/post-operative bed constraints block patients from entering/leaving the
operating room is 1.5%.
Table 1: A summary of the number of beds by type for each design phase.
Current State
(Post-operative
only)

Initial Plan

New Redesign
“Open-air”
Pediatric

34
8

77
0
8

Design
after
Initial
Model
55
0
15

Total Newly Constructed
Total

42

77
85

62
70

Design Phase
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Final Design
44
14
8

8
"flex"
52
72
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5

CONCLUSION

Perioperative services infrastructure is an expensive component of hospital infrastructure. We describe a
data-driven simulation model to effectively plan the redesign of perioperative services infrastructure for a
tertiary care hospital that performs in excess of 30,000 surgical procedures per annum. Initial “best guess”
estimates would have required the construction of 77 new beds. After performing simulation analysis, the
number of newly constructed beds was reduced by 15. Space constraints forced additional analysis to
reduce the number of new redesign beds. Inpatients were identified as patients that would not benefit
from having private beds, which allowed flexibility in bed allocation to patients. By designating 8 beds as
flexible to take in any patient and servicing inpatients in the “open-air” beds, bed resources were utilized
more efficiently. This resulted in a final design which required 25 less new redesign beds than the initial
plan. Since bed estimates were based on 95th percentiles for each patient group, the constraints were put
into the simulation to understand the effect of adding flexibility to patient allocation. The results showed a
decrease in OR blocking time to 1.5% which was below the goal of 5%.
One additional interesting observation was the effect of the “flex” beds. While the use of flexible
resources is well known to improve overall system process flows; seeing the effect can be surprising to
those unfamiliar with systems engineering/operations research techniques. As was the case here,
increasing the flexibility of patient allocation to specific care areas reduces the number of bed resource
requirements.
In addition to infrastructure planning, further research can be conducted with this method to
determine resource scheduling over the course of the day. Different bed groupings can be opened and
closed to match demand variability for the perioperative services. We plan to further investigate by
pairing auxiliary resources (e.g. nurses) to the bed resource load.
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